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Professor Sir Eric Denton was one of

the most distinguished marine

biologists of the past century. He had

the rare ability to see fascinating and

important problems manifested in

common animals such as herrings and

mackerel that others had neither tackled

nor even noticed. He worked chiefly

with fish, squid and cuttlefish, and the

scope of his work was notable: from

buoyancy, to eyes and vision,

photophores, camouflage and

intraspecific signalling. 

Denton began his scientific career at

TRE, the radar research establishment

at Malvern, towards the end of the war.

He took a degree at St John’s College,

Cambridge, and then joined the

biophysics research unit at University

College London, which was a valuable

nursery for successful biophysicists. He

then took up a lectureship in

physiology at Aberdeen where he

stayed until 1956, when he began his

long and illustrious career in Plymouth

at the Marine Biological Laboratory

(MBA) on Plymouth Hoe. 

He was first a staff physiologist, then a

Royal Society research professor

seconded from Bristol until 1974, and

director of the laboratory from 1974 to

1987. After retiring as director, he

continued to work at the laboratory as a

research fellow until 2005. 

As director he led the mixed (and

sometimes awkward) team of

individualists on the laboratory staff

with much success, walking around

regularly asking: ‘What did you

discover today?’ With a lesser man this

might have been irritating, but Denton’s

obvious interest and pleasure in talking

about others’ work made it encouraging

and helpful. 

Under his direction, with the support of

an eminent president and council, the

MBA flourished and attracted many

visiting workers. Living squid from the

laboratory trawler were available, and

attracted many visitors such as Sir Alan

Hodgkin, Sir Andrew Huxley and

Professor Richard Keynes. They came

to work on the astonishing giant nerve

fibres of the squid mantle, and began

their day when the squid arrived,

retiring in the small hours, to reappear

for a mid-morning coffee. Denton

himself began work on bound water

within squid axons, but soon turned to

the way physiology underpinned the

whole lives of marine animals. 

This first main interest was signalled by

a long paper on the buoyancy of fish

and cephalopods, where he reviewed

what was then known about the way in

which the swimbladder of bony fish

was filled with gas, and showed how

many squid floated on tanks of

ammonium chloride. He later found

that the giant squid architeuthis used

this mechanism. 

His work on cuttlefish showed that the

cuttlebone was an ingenious and

adjustable buoyancy device,

osmotically driven, and this result

(extended to the shells of the little

spirula and much larger nautilus)

enabled him to explain the buoyancy of

the long-extinct ammonites. Later work

on buoyancy showed that many deep-

sea dogfish sharks achieved neutral

buoyancy by storing especially light oil

in their enormous livers, as do basking

sharks. 

The next topic that attracted him was

the silveriness of many fish scales. Like

many of Denton’s discoveries, his work

on silver camouflage seemed obvious,

but it needed his insight to see the

answer and how to tackle it with simple

home-built apparatus. He had realised

that the symmetrical polar distribution

of light in the sea made it possible for

fish to camouflage their sides with

mirrors. This they did by silvering their

scales with guanine, but this left the

problem of how fish camouflaged

themselves against predators looking

upwards, when the potential prey would

be silhouetted against the light. He

showed that fish such as herring and

sprat do this by making their ventral

surfaces knife-like. 

Other fish, such as the bizarre

sternoptychid hatchetfish

argyropelecus, which Denton studied

during Atlantic cruises on the large

research vessel RRS Discovery, use a

much more sophisticated method. They

shine light downwards from their

ventral surfaces, exactly matched to the

natural light. Denton’s investigation of

this complex system, involving colour

filters, half-silvered mirrors and

intensity matching, was a real tour de

force. It was on a Discovery cruise too,

that he found a dragonfish

(malacosteus) with a red headlight and

discovered that the visual pigment was

red-sensitive, so that it could illuminate

and see the fish it preyed upon with

light that they could not see (their eyes

being tuned to blue-green only). 

Denton’s last main field was the

perception of vibrations, including

sound by herring. Working with the

electrophysiologist Sir John Gray, he

showed that the complex and particular

link of the herring ear to the

swimbladder together with the lateral

line enabled herring to be vibration

specialists, unlike most fish in the sea. 

Such wide-ranging studies, allied with a

friendly, considerate and generous

nature, brought him many scientific

friends worldwide. He received many

honours, from the Royal Society’s

Royal Medal to the International Prize

for Biology by the Japanese Society for

the Promotion of Science. 

Denton is survived by his wife Nancy, a

daughter and two sons.
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(Eric Denton became a Member of The
Physiological Society in 1952 and an
Honorary Member in 1988.)
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